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X-TOOLSS (Exploration Toolset
for the Optimization of Launch
and Space Systems) is a
computer program, utilized by
NASA, which uses genetic
algorithms to find an optimum
design solution. Via coordination
between the University of
Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) and
NASA, a MAE senior design team
is utilizing X-TOOLSS in order to
optimize the landing gear
hardware of a 1/3 scale Geministyle capsule, which will be used
in drop tests. The current design
of the capsule landing gear is
manufactured primarily out of
steel and consists of various
parts including skids, brackets,
attachment arms, and shocks.
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Preliminary technical analysis with X-TOOLSS shows
that, in general, lighter materials, such as aircraft
aluminum, can be used on the capsule. Furthermore, the
rear arms can have reduced thickness and still withstand
the forces of a drop test. Further technical analysis will
include angle of attack, angle of inclination, and other
aspects of the capsule design.
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X-TOOLSS is revolutionizing the design
of spaceflight hardware as it simplifies
the process of finding the optimum
solution for building new prototypes or
improving existing projects.

X-TOOLSS is currently being used by NASA for several
projects, e.g., the design of a lunar habitat. Further use
and validation of X-TOOLSS will hone its abilities and
identify possible bugs in the program.
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